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The Time is Now
Part II
You are each moving through quantum shifts in
consciousness that cannot really be defined by what
you have experienced in the past because what is
happening in your present is unprecedented and you
have no reference for it. This is exciting for some and
frightening to others, depending on how attached
you are to the way things have been in the past. In

my time, I agreed to take my soul through whatever
would bring me closer to my Father in Heaven, until I
knew no separation between us and I could truly say,
“I and my Father are one.” In these days you might
relate the “Father” to your own God Presence or to
whatever you would consider the Source, yet in essence
it is all connected into the same unquenchable thirst
to reunite with the Divine Creator and that reunion is
ultimately found within. I see that many of you have
spent centuries trying to satisfy this thirst by indulging
in whatever gave you temporary pleasure, yet now you
want to live in the kind of peace, love and fulfillment
that is not dependent on the outer world or on another
person. We in the ascended realms are here to help you
actualize what is essentially your own True Self.
~ Jeshua and the Councils of the Christ
The only way to stop the merry-go-round that has been
holding humanity in fear and duality is with Love,
which is the most powerful force in the cosmos. Love is
inexorably linked to Light and they work as one force
within and around your being. When the Earth merged
with the Heart of the galaxy on December 21, both the
Light and the Love expanded within every heart and mind

around the world. We speak here of the infinite mind that
every being shares with the Creator. Some people are
actually afraid to take in more Love and Light because
they can feel the power it has to shift them into an entirely
new way of being in the world; yet it is the only way that
fear can actually be eradicated and replaced with true well
being. Since fear sends out potent negativity, it is now
more important than ever to send Love into every heart
across the world. In fact, that is the true meaning behind
the giving of gifts at this sacred time of year.
Earth's ascension process has intensified based on
the energy surges that are streaming into and through
your planet so it can complete its journey through the
4th dimension. The Light from your universal family
combined with that of the awakened Lightworkers
presently residing upon the Earth is actually far more
potent than the negativity swirling around the planet.
The purpose of our messages is to enlighten, encourage
and offer spiritual guidance during this unprecedented
time in universal history. Throughout the ages, combative
ruling bodies have caused so many wars that the soul of
your Earth, Gaia, has already chosen to leave third density
and journey into the higher dimensions where polarized

political ideologies and its tragic results do not exist.
Earth's Golden Age master plan is in harmony with Gaia's
desire for a peaceful world where all live in harmony with
nature. Earth and her Lightworkers have continued to
move into the 4th and 5th dimensions, and before long you
shall see current upheavals and conflicts evolving into a
unified desire for a peaceful world that establishes a new
Golden Age.
What needs balancing most of all are emotions because
they influence attitudes and choices of action and
reaction. A Golden Age is not going to suddenly bring
you into enlightenment. This is based on your choices
and your true capacities to live in love and to follow
your heart, rather than your emotions, as all of your basic
characteristics and what comprises the unique individual
that you are will only change when you choose to honor
nature and each other. One of the basic changes will
involve your willingness to see situations from the other
person’s perspectives and to adopt attitudes that lead
to harmonious resolutions that will serve everyone’s
needs. Relationships from the family level up to national
organizations will all be based on foundations that will
facilitate all those involved to keep expanding their
spiritual awareness of what will serve the whole.

In truth, everything that is important for you to know is
already within your soul’s deep knowing. Everything you
see, taste, touch, smell, hear, and even think is actually
created spontaneously from your heart and your heart
speaks in the silence. Images arise from within the heart,
and if conditions are right, the dreaming of your heart
manifests into your outer reality. Most of you chose to
be wayshowers by radiating your Light, and you are
fulfilling that role when you are living from your heart as
your Presence or Master Self.
To assist you living from your heart as your Presence, we
in the Ascended Realms have created the Merging With
Your Presence Course and the 12-12-12 Initiations:
Embodying Your Fully Enlightened Presence. We invite
you to join us.
***

Merging With Your Presence
is now available online
To register, go to:
http://www.walktheearthasalivingmaster.com/?
Payment (scroll down to #19)
12-12-12 Initiations with the Masters: Embodying

Your Fully Enlightened Presence
is now available online
To register, go to:
http://www.walktheearthasalivingmaster.com/?
Payment (scroll down to #20)
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living
Master have
been
designed
by
the
Ascended
Masters to assist you in embodying the Presence
and living in freedom and abundance. To learn more
about
the Courses and Teachers
Trainings,
go
to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click
on the Menu:
*Conscious Ascension Course: Living as the Presence,
Bringing Heaven to Earth (now an online course)
*Consciously Create 2012 & Beyond in Unlimitedness &
Joy Parts 1 & II (now available online )
*Co-Creating a New Golden Age Course (now an online
course)
*Consciously Create a Golden Age Teachers Certification
Training (now available online)
*Golden Age Man & Woman Course (now an online
course)
*Golden Age Man & Woman Teachers Certification
Training (soon online)
*Golden Age Children Course for Parents &

Teachers (now an online course)
*Golden
Age
Children
Teachers
Certification
Training (now available online)
*Mastery I, II & III Courses to Walk the Earth as a
Living Master (now online)
To learn how you can work personally with
the Masters to achieve your own mastery, go
to: www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com and click
on Mastery I from the menu.
The Courses to Walk the Earth as a Living Master are
offered by the Ascended Masters Mystery School, created by
the Masters to assist humanity in living their mastery. The
receivers of the Masters’ transmissions, facilitators of the
Courses and coordinators of the school are Kamala Everett
and Sharon Rose. Kamala is the author of “Heart Initiation:
Preparing for Conscious Ascension” and has been receiving
transmissions from the Masters for over 35 years. Sharon has
been in communication with the Masters for over 30 years,
past Director of The School for Self-Mastery and Center for
Esoteric Studies and has written more than a dozen spiritual
books.
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